ALBERTA BOILERS SAFETY ASSOCIATION
9410 26 AVENUE NW
EDMONTON AB T6N 0A4

Date: May 21, 2019
Account #: 34986
Journal #: 73096

Attn: CYNTHIA FORMANIUK
Re: Application for Design Registration
The design, as detailed in your 2018-08356, for a Fitting is accepted for registration as follows:
Registered To: SIERRA INSTRUMENTS INC. CRN: 0F09333.21

Drawing #: Scope of Registration Drawing Revision: N/A

This design was registered based on a technical review performed by the province of initial registration in accordance with the Association of Chief Inspectors policy on reciprocal recognition of design review.

Reviewer’s Notes:
As required by CSA B51 4.2.1, this registration expires on 12-Feb-2029. This CRN is valid until the expiry date as long as the Manufacturer maintains a valid quality control program verified by an acceptable third-party agency until that date. Should the certification of the quality control program lapse before the expiry date, this registration shall become void. Any additional conditions of registration stated in ABSA CRN# 0F09333.2 registration shall apply to BC registration.

Contact me if you have any questions. The invoice for registration will be forwarded under separate cover.

Janina Mihailescu
janina.mihailescu@technicalsafetybc.ca
Design Administration

cc: